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I wanted to give this book to my grandson for his 4th birthday and was very disappointed. The book
is only 3x5" and has very poor quality pictures. I paid $33 for this new book from Snag-A-Deal
however, the back of the book says $3.99 US! - It was even used! When I emailed Snag-A-Deal
about returning this book, they actually said "why would you purchase if you did not like the price?" I
will not even give this book if I got it for free. Now Snag-A-Deal will not allow me to return the book
because it is not damaged - how about the fact that it is not NEW as advertised. Save yourself a
headache and do not deal with Snag-A-Deal

Imagine how exciting it would be if you discovered a dinosaur egg. And what if the impossible
happened and that egg was almost ready to hatch? You could expect a very unusual pet! What
might the dinosaur look like when it grew up? What would it need to eat? Where would it sleep? In
this activity, each student will &#8220;hatch&#8221; a personal dinosaur.

I made a 15 frame ball bouncing cycle, and figured that if I made the dinosaur step in 20 frames, the
whole thing would loop in 60 frames. I took off the top forty pages and made the dinosaur, then
traced it systematically in the flip book -- too bad I got steps and strides mixed up in my calculations
O_O so for part of it the dino is stepping too fast. (That's what "Too Fast" and "Slower" are for, to
indicate when the changes occur.)

Pegasus Young Readers is a series designed for children aged between 7-10 years of age. The
topics of this series are very unconventional and range from biographies to classics, scientific
inventions, World History and Geography as well. The books are beautifully illustrated which add a
special touch to it. A ?must have? for kids who wish to improve their English.
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